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Gain the hands-on experience and knowledge to solve real
financial problems while taking your Excel spreadsheet skills
to a new level with Mayes' FINANCIAL ANALYSIS WITH
MICROSOFT EXCEL, 9E. This edition provides a reader-
friendly solid foundation in corporate finance while teaching
you to maximize the spreadsheet tools that professionals use
every day. Packed with interesting examples, this edition
covers today's most important corporate finance topics and
tools, including financial statements, budgets, the Security
Market Security Line, pro forma financial statements, cost of
capital, Visual Basic Applications (VBA) programming and
Excel pivot tables. You study the latest information on time
series forecasting and work with the Get & Transform feature
to process large data files. This edition's self-directed learning
approach and numerous self-study tools let you strengthen
spreadsheet skills while equipping you with the expertise
today's employers want in corporate finance. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Student Solutions Manual for Numerical AnalysisPearson
College DivisionNumerical AnalysisAddison-Wesley Longman
"Mun demystifies real options analysis and delivers a
powerful, pragmatic guide for decision-makers and
practitioners alike. Finally, there is a book that equips
professionals to easily recognize, value, and seize real
options in the world around them." --Jim Schreckengast,
Senior VP, R&D Strategy, Gemplus International SA, France
Completely revised and updated to meet the challenges of
today's dynamic business environment, Real Options
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Analysis, Second Edition offers you a fresh look at evaluating
capital investment strategies by taking the strategic decision-
making process into consideration. This comprehensive guide
provides both a qualitative and quantitative description of real
options; the methods used in solving real options; why and
when they are used; and the applicability of these methods in
decision making.
This edition features the exact same content as the traditional
text in a convenient, three-hole- punched, loose-leaf version.
Books a la Carte also offer a great value–this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Numerical Analysis,
Second Edition, is a modern and readable text. This book
covers not only the standard topics but also some more
advanced numerical methods being used by computational
scientists and engineers–topics such as compression,
forward and backward error analysis, and iterative methods of
solving equations–all while maintaining a level of discussion
appropriate for undergraduates. Each chapter contains a
Reality Check, which is an extended exploration of relevant
application areas that can launch individual or team projects.
MATLAB® is used throughout to demonstrate and implement
numerical methods. The Second Edition features many
noteworthy improvements based on feedback from users,
such as new coverage of Cholesky factorization, GMRES
methods, and nonlinear PDEs.
The GOES-R Series: A New Generation of Geostationary
Environmental Satellites introduces the reader to the most
significant advance in weather technology in a generation.
The world’s new constellation of geostationary operational
environmental satellites (GOES) are in the midst of a drastic
revolution with their greatly improved capabilities that provide
orders of magnitude improvements in spatial, temporal and
spectral resolution. Never before have routine observations
been possible over such a wide area. Imagine satellite
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images over the full disk every 10 or 15 minutes and
monitoring of severe storms, cyclones, fires and volcanic
eruptions on the scale of minutes. Introduces the GOES-R
Series, with chapters on each of its new products Provides an
overview of how to read new satellite images Includes full-
color images and online animations that demonstrate the
power of this new technology
Drug prescribing errors are a common cause of hospital
admission, and adverse reactions can have devastating
effects, some even fatal. Pocket Prescriber Emergency
Medicine is a concise, up-to-date prescribing guide containing
all the "must have" information on a vast range of drugs that
staff from junior doctors to emergency nurses, nurse
prescribers, paramedics and other pre-hospital providers may
encounter in the emergency setting. Key features: • A–Z list
of over 500 of the most commonly prescribed drugs with each
entry containing the key prescribing information • Safety
issues, warnings, drug errors and adverse effects • Practical
guidance on drug selection, plus protocols and resuscitation
guidelines • Advice and reference information for complicated
prescriptions • Concise management summaries for common
medical and surgical emergencies • Essential advice for pain
relief—from acute pain management to procedural sedation •
Clinically useful reminders of key facts from basic
pharmacology to acute poisoning syndromes Pocket
Prescriber Emergency Medicine supplies all your information
needs concerning commonly prescribed drugs at a glance,
enabling on-the-spot decision-making to provide the highest
standard of care whilst mitigating prescribing errors.
A rigorous and comprehensive introduction to numerical
analysis Numerical Methods provides a clear and concise
exploration of standard numerical analysis topics, as well as
nontraditional ones, including mathematical modeling, Monte
Carlo methods, Markov chains, and fractals. Filled with
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appealing examples that will motivate students, the textbook
considers modern application areas, such as information
retrieval and animation, and classical topics from physics and
engineering. Exercises use MATLAB and promote
understanding of computational results. The book gives
instructors the flexibility to emphasize different
aspects—design, analysis, or computer implementation—of
numerical algorithms, depending on the background and
interests of students. Designed for upper-division
undergraduates in mathematics or computer science classes,
the textbook assumes that students have prior knowledge of
linear algebra and calculus, although these topics are
reviewed in the text. Short discussions of the history of
numerical methods are interspersed throughout the chapters.
The book also includes polynomial interpolation at Chebyshev
points, use of the MATLAB package Chebfun, and a section
on the fast Fourier transform. Supplementary materials are
available online. Clear and concise exposition of standard
numerical analysis topics Explores nontraditional topics, such
as mathematical modeling and Monte Carlo methods Covers
modern applications, including information retrieval and
animation, and classical applications from physics and
engineering Promotes understanding of computational results
through MATLAB exercises Provides flexibility so instructors
can emphasize mathematical or applied/computational
aspects of numerical methods or a combination Includes
recent results on polynomial interpolation at Chebyshev
points and use of the MATLAB package Chebfun Short
discussions of the history of numerical methods interspersed
throughout Supplementary materials available online
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes
that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle
Ho," and Cuba under Castro.
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This is one of the first books to offer practical in-depth
coverage of the Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) and
several other neural nets and their related algorithms
critical to solving some of today's toughest real-world
computing problems. Includes complete C++ source
code for basic and advanced applications.
An authorised reissue of the long out of print classic
textbook, Advanced Calculus by the late Dr Lynn Loomis
and Dr Shlomo Sternberg both of Harvard University has
been a revered but hard to find textbook for the
advanced calculus course for decades. This book is
based on an honors course in advanced calculus that the
authors gave in the 1960's. The foundational material,
presented in the unstarred sections of Chapters 1
through 11, was normally covered, but different
applications of this basic material were stressed from
year to year, and the book therefore contains more
material than was covered in any one year. It can
accordingly be used (with omissions) as a text for a
year's course in advanced calculus, or as a text for a
three-semester introduction to analysis. The
prerequisites are a good grounding in the calculus of one
variable from a mathematically rigorous point of view,
together with some acquaintance with linear algebra.
The reader should be familiar with limit and continuity
type arguments and have a certain amount of
mathematical sophistication. As possible introductory
texts, we mention Differential and Integral Calculus by R
Courant, Calculus by T Apostol, Calculus by M Spivak,
and Pure Mathematics by G Hardy. The reader should
also have some experience with partial derivatives. In
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overall plan the book divides roughly into a first half
which develops the calculus (principally the differential
calculus) in the setting of normed vector spaces, and a
second half which deals with the calculus of
differentiable manifolds.
The IUTAM Symposium on Flow in Collapsible Tubes
and Past Other Highly Compliant Boundaries was held
on 26-30 March, 2001, at the University of Warwick. As
this was the first scientific meeting of its kind we
considered it important to mark the occasion by
producing a book. Accordingly, at the end of the
Symposium the Scientific Committee met to discuss the
most appropriate format for the book. We wished to
avoid the format of the conventional conference book
consisting of a large number of short articles of varying
quality. It was agreed that instead we should produce a
limited number of rigorously refereed and edited articles
by selected participants who would aim to sum up the
state of the art in their particular research area. The
outcome is the present book. Peter W. Ca rpenter,
Warwick Timothy J. Pedley, Cambridge May, 2002. VB
SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE Co-Chair: P.W. Carpenter,
Engineering, Warwiek, UK Co-Chair: TJ. Pedley,
DAMTP, Cambridge, UK V.V. Babenko,
Hydromechanics, Kiev, Ukraine R. Bannasch, Bionik &
Evolutionstechnik, TU Berlin, Germany C.D. Bertram,
Biomedical Engineering, New South Wales, Australia M.
Gad-el-Hak, Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering,
Notre Dame, USA J.B. Grotberg, Biomedical
Engineering, Michigan, USA. R.D. Kamm, Mechanical
Engineering, MIT, USA Y. Matsuzaki, Aerospace
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Engineering, N agoya, Japan P.K. Sen, Applied
Mechanics, IIT Delhi, India L. van Wijngaarden, Twente,
Netherlands K-S. Yeo, Mechanical Engineering, NU
Singapore.
This is part one of a two-volume book on real analysis
and is intended for senior undergraduate students of
mathematics who have already been exposed to
calculus. The emphasis is on rigour and foundations of
analysis. Beginning with the construction of the number
systems and set theory, the book discusses the basics of
analysis (limits, series, continuity, differentiation,
Riemann integration), through to power series, several
variable calculus and Fourier analysis, and then finally
the Lebesgue integral. These are almost entirely set in
the concrete setting of the real line and Euclidean
spaces, although there is some material on abstract
metric and topological spaces. The book also has
appendices on mathematical logic and the decimal
system. The entire text (omitting some less central
topics) can be taught in two quarters of 25–30 lectures
each. The course material is deeply intertwined with the
exercises, as it is intended that the student actively learn
the material (and practice thinking and writing rigorously)
by proving several of the key results in the theory.
This book serves two purposes. First, it teaches the
importance of using sophisticated yet accessible
statistical methods to evaluate a trading system before it
is put to real-world use. In order to accommodate
readers having limited mathematical background, these
techniques are illustrated with step-by-step examples
using actual market data, and all examples are explained
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in plain language. Second, this book shows how the free
program TSSB (Trading System Synthesis & Boosting)
can be used to develop and test trading systems. The
machine learning and statistical algorithms available in
TSSB go far beyond those available in other off-the-shelf
development software. Intelligent use of these state-of-
the-art techniques greatly improves the likelihood of
obtaining a trading system whose impressive backtest
results continue when the system is put to use in a
trading account. Among other things, this book will teach
the reader how to: Estimate future performance with
rigorous algorithms Evaluate the influence of good luck
in backtests Detect overfitting before deploying your
system Estimate performance bias due to model fitting
and selection of seemingly superior systems Use state-of-
the-art ensembles of models to form consensus trade
decisions Build optimal portfolios of trading systems and
rigorously test their expected performance Search
thousands of markets to find subsets that are especially
predictable Create trading systems that specialize in
specific market regimes such as trending/flat or high/low
volatility More information on the TSSB program can be
found at TSSBsoftware dot com.
This collection provides expert tips for using the utilities
of the Java-based Jakarta Commons open source
project. You don't have to be an expert, the book's
solution-based format contains code examples for a wide
variety of web, XML, network, testing, and application
projects.
The development of high-order accurate numerical
discretization techniques for irregular domains and
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meshes is often cited as one of the remaining chal
lenges facing the field of computational fluid dynamics. In
structural me chanics, the advantages of high-order finite
element approximation are widely recognized. This is
especially true when high-order element approximation is
combined with element refinement (h-p refinement). In
computational fluid dynamics, high-order discretization
methods are infrequently used in the com putation of
compressible fluid flow. The hyperbolic nature of the
governing equations and the presence of solution
discontinuities makes high-order ac curacy difficult to
achieve. Consequently, second-order accurate methods
are still predominately used in industrial applications
even though evidence sug gests that high-order methods
may offer a way to significantly improve the resolution
and accuracy for these calculations. To address this
important topic, a special course was jointly organized by
the Applied Vehicle Technology Panel of NATO's
Research and Technology Organization (RTO), the von
Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, and the Numerical
Aerospace Simulation Division at the NASA Ames
Research Cen ter. The NATO RTO sponsored course
entitled "Higher Order Discretization Methods in
Computational Fluid Dynamics" was held September
14-18,1998 at the von Karman Institute for Fluid
Dynamics in Belgium and September 21-25,1998 at the
NASA Ames Research Center in the United States.
Discover New Methods for Dealing with High-
Dimensional Data A sparse statistical model has only a
small number of nonzero parameters or weights;
therefore, it is much easier to estimate and interpret than
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a dense model. Statistical Learning with Sparsity: The
Lasso and Generalizations presents methods that exploit
sparsity to help recover the underlying signal in a set of
data. Top experts in this rapidly evolving field, the
authors describe the lasso for linear regression and a
simple coordinate descent algorithm for its computation.
They discuss the application of l1 penalties to
generalized linear models and support vector machines,
cover generalized penalties such as the elastic net and
group lasso, and review numerical methods for
optimization. They also present statistical inference
methods for fitted (lasso) models, including the
bootstrap, Bayesian methods, and recently developed
approaches. In addition, the book examines matrix
decomposition, sparse multivariate analysis, graphical
models, and compressed sensing. It concludes with a
survey of theoretical results for the lasso. In this age of
big data, the number of features measured on a person
or object can be large and might be larger than the
number of observations. This book shows how the
sparsity assumption allows us to tackle these problems
and extract useful and reproducible patterns from big
datasets. Data analysts, computer scientists, and
theorists will appreciate this thorough and up-to-date
treatment of sparse statistical modeling.
Enables you to easily advance from thermodynamics
principles to applications Thermodynamics for the
Practicing Engineer, as the title suggests, is written
for all practicing engineers and anyone studying to
become one. Its focus therefore is on applications of
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thermodynamics, addressing both technical and
pragmatic problems in the field. Readers are
provided a solid base in thermodynamics theory;
however, the text is mostly dedicated to
demonstrating how theory is applied to solve real-
world problems. This text's four parts enable readers
to easily gain a foundation in basic principles and
then learn how to apply them in practice: Part One:
Introduction. Sets forth the basic principles of
thermodynamics, reviewing such topics as units and
dimensions, conservation laws, gas laws, and the
second law of thermodynamics. Part Two: Enthalpy
Effects. Examines sensible, latent, chemical
reaction, and mixing enthalpy effects. Part Three:
Equilibrium Thermodynamics. Addresses both
principles and calculations for phase, vapor-liquid,
and chemical reaction equilibrium. Part Four: Other
Topics. Reviews such important issues as
economics, numerical methods, open-ended
problems, environmental concerns, health and safety
management, ethics, and exergy. Throughout the
text, detailed illustrative examples demonstrate how
all the principles, procedures, and equations are put
into practice. Additional practice problems enable
readers to solve real-world problems similar to the
ones that they will encounter on the job. Readers will
gain a solid working knowledge of thermodynamics
principles and applications upon successful
completion of this text. Moreover, they will be better
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prepared when approaching/addressing advanced
material and more complex problems.
A key aspect of robotics today is estimating the
state, such as position and orientation, of a robot as
it moves through the world. Most robots and
autonomous vehicles depend on noisy data from
sensors such as cameras or laser rangefinders to
navigate in a three-dimensional world. This book
presents common sensor models and practical
advice on how to carry out state estimation for
rotations and other state variables. It covers both
classical state estimation methods such as the
Kalman filter, as well as important modern topics
such as batch estimation, the Bayes filter,
sigmapoint and particle filters, robust estimation for
outlier rejection, and continuous-time trajectory
estimation and its connection to Gaussian-process
regression. The methods are demonstrated in the
context of important applications such as point-cloud
alignment, pose-graph relaxation, bundle
adjustment, and simultaneous localization and
mapping. Students and practitioners of robotics alike
will find this a valuable resource.
This book is the definitive guide to cash flow
statement analysis and forecasting. It takes the
reader from an introduction about how cash flows
move within a business, through to a detailed review
of the contents of a cash flow statement. This is
followed by detailed guidance on how to restate cash
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flows into a template format. The book shows how to
use the template to analyse the data from start up,
growth, mature and declining companies, and those
using US GAAP and IAS reporting. The book
includes real world examples from such companies
as Black and Decker (US), Fiat (Italy) and Tesco
(UK). A section on cash flow forecasting includes full
coverage of spreadsheet risk and good practice.
Complete with chapters of particular interest to those
involved in credit markets as lenders or counter-
parties, those running businesses and those in
equity investing, this book is the definitive guide to
understanding and interpreting cash flow data.
Originating from a summer school taught by the
authors, this concise treatment includes many of the
main results in the area. An introductory chapter
describes the fundamental results on linear algebraic
groups, culminating in the classification of
semisimple groups. The second chapter introduces
more specialized topics in the subgroup structure of
semisimple groups and describes the classification
of the maximal subgroups of the simple algebraic
groups. The authors then systematically develop the
subgroup structure of finite groups of Lie type as a
consequence of the structural results on algebraic
groups. This approach will help students to
understand the relationship between these two
classes of groups. The book covers many topics that
are central to the subject, but missing from existing
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textbooks. The authors provide numerous instructive
exercises and examples for those who are learning
the subject as well as more advanced topics for
research students working in related areas.
This book presents computer programming as a key
method for solving mathematical problems. There
are two versions of the book, one for MATLAB and
one for Python. The book was inspired by the
Springer book TCSE 6: A Primer on Scientific
Programming with Python (by Langtangen), but the
style is more accessible and concise, in keeping with
the needs of engineering students. The book
outlines the shortest possible path from no previous
experience with programming to a set of skills that
allows the students to write simple programs for
solving common mathematical problems with
numerical methods in engineering and science
courses. The emphasis is on generic algorithms,
clean design of programs, use of functions, and
automatic tests for verification.
This textbook is designed with the needs of today’s
student in mind. It is the ideal textbook for a first
course in elementary differential equations for future
engineers and scientists, including mathematicians.
This book is accessible to anyone who has a basic
knowledge of precalculus algebra and differential
and integral calculus. Its carefully crafted text adopts
a concise, simple, no-frills approach to differential
equations, which helps students acquire a solid
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experience in many classical solution techniques.
With a lighter accent on the physical interpretation of
the results, a more manageable page count than
comparable texts, a highly readable style, and over
1000 exercises designed to be solved without a
calculating device, this book emphasizes the
understanding and practice of essential topics in a
succinct yet fully rigorous fashion. Apart from several
other enhancements, the second edition contains
one new chapter on numerical methods of solution.
The book formally splits the "pure" and "applied"
parts of the contents by placing the discussion of
selected mathematical models in separate chapters.
At the end of most of the 246 worked examples, the
author provides the commands in Mathematica® for
verifying the results. The book can be used
independently by the average student to learn the
fundamentals of the subject, while those interested
in pursuing more advanced material can regard it as
an easily taken first step on the way to the next level.
Additionally, practitioners who encounter differential
equations in their professional work will find this text
to be a convenient source of reference.
“This fantastic and deep book about how to use
Sage for learning and doing mathematics at all levels
perfectly complements the existing Sage
documentation. It is filled with many carefully thought
through examples and exercises, and great care has
been taken to put computational functionality into
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proper mathematical context. Flip to almost any
random page in this amazing book, and you will
learn how to play with and visualize some beautiful
part of mathematics.” --- William A. Stein, CEO,
SageMath, and professor of mathematics, University
of Washington SageMath, or Sage for short, is an
open-source mathematical software system based
on the Python language and developed by an
international community comprising hundreds of
teachers and researchers, whose aim is to provide
an alternative to the commercial products Magma,
Maple, Mathematica, and MATLAB®. To achieve
this, Sage relies on many open-source programs,
including GAP, Maxima, PARI, and various scientific
libraries for Python, to which thousands of new
functions have been added. Sage is freely available
and is supported by all modern operating systems.
Sage provides a wonderful scientific and graphical
calculator for high school students, and it efficiently
supports undergraduates in their computations in
analysis, linear algebra, calculus, etc. For graduate
students, researchers, and engineers in various
mathematical specialties, Sage provides the most
recent algorithms and tools, which is why several
universities around the world already use Sage at
the undergraduate level.
The aim of this volume is to explain the differences
between research-level mathematics and the maths
taught at school. Most differences are philosophical
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and the first few chapters are about general aspects
of mathematical thought.
"This is a great text. It is comprehensive and easy to
understand. The illustrations will enable students to learn
and remember the information. This is the first research
methods text I have read that is actually fun to read."
—Tina L. Freiburger, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Research Methods in Criminal Justice and Criminology
connects key concepts to real field research and
practices using contemporary examples and recurring
case studies that demonstrate how concepts relate to
students’ lives. Authors Callie M. Rennison and Timothy
C. Hart introduce practical research strategies used in
criminal justice to show students how a research
question can become a policy that changes or influences
criminal justice practices. The book’s student-driven
approach addresses both the why and the how as it
covers the research process and focuses on the practical
application of data collection and analysis. By
demonstrating the variety of ways research can be used
and reinforcing the need to discern quality research, the
book prepares students to become critical consumers
and ethical producers of research. Free Poster: How to
conduct a literature review Give your students the SAGE
edge! SAGE edge offers a robust online environment
featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources
for review, study, and further exploration, keeping both
instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching
and learning. Learn more at
edge.sagepub.com/rennisonrm. Available with
Perusall—an eBook that makes it easier to prepare for
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class! Perusall is an award-winning eBook platform
featuring social annotation tools that allow students and
instructors to collaboratively mark up and discuss their
SAGE textbook. Backed by research and supported by
technological innovations developed at Harvard
University, this process of learning through collaborative
annotation keeps your students engaged and makes
teaching easier and more effective. Learn more.
FOAM. This acronym has been used for over ?fty years
at Rensselaer to designate an upper-division course
entitled, Foundations of Applied Ma- ematics. This
course was started by George Handelman in 1956, when
he came to Rensselaer from the Carnegie Institute of
Technology. His objective was to closely integrate
mathematical and physical reasoning, and in the p- cess
enable students to obtain a qualitative understanding of
the world we live in. FOAM was soon taken over by a
young faculty member, Lee Segel. About this time a
similar course, Introduction to Applied Mathematics, was
introduced by Chia-Ch’iao Lin at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Together Lin and Segel, with
help from Handelman, produced one of the landmark
textbooks in applied mathematics, Mathematics Applied
to - terministic Problems in the Natural Sciences. This
was originally published in 1974, and republished in
1988 by the Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics, in their Classics Series. This textbook
comes from the author teaching FOAM over the last few
years. In this sense, it is an updated version of the Lin
and Segel textbook.
During the past decade there has been an explosion in
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computation and information technology. With it have
come vast amounts of data in a variety of fields such as
medicine, biology, finance, and marketing. The challenge
of understanding these data has led to the development
of new tools in the field of statistics, and spawned new
areas such as data mining, machine learning, and
bioinformatics. Many of these tools have common
underpinnings but are often expressed with different
terminology. This book describes the important ideas in
these areas in a common conceptual framework. While
the approach is statistical, the emphasis is on concepts
rather than mathematics. Many examples are given, with
a liberal use of color graphics. It should be a valuable
resource for statisticians and anyone interested in data
mining in science or industry. The book’s coverage is
broad, from supervised learning (prediction) to
unsupervised learning. The many topics include neural
networks, support vector machines, classification trees
and boosting---the first comprehensive treatment of this
topic in any book. This major new edition features many
topics not covered in the original, including graphical
models, random forests, ensemble methods, least angle
regression & path algorithms for the lasso, non-negative
matrix factorization, and spectral clustering. There is also
a chapter on methods for “wide” data (p bigger than n),
including multiple testing and false discovery rates.
Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, and Jerome Friedman
are professors of statistics at Stanford University. They
are prominent researchers in this area: Hastie and
Tibshirani developed generalized additive models and
wrote a popular book of that title. Hastie co-developed
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much of the statistical modeling software and
environment in R/S-PLUS and invented principal curves
and surfaces. Tibshirani proposed the lasso and is co-
author of the very successful An Introduction to the
Bootstrap. Friedman is the co-inventor of many data-
mining tools including CART, MARS, projection pursuit
and gradient boosting.
Since the original publication of this book, available
computer power has increased greatly. Today, scientific
computing is playing an ever more prominent role as a
tool in scientific discovery and engineering analysis. In
this second edition, the key addition is an introduction to
the finite element method. This is a widely used
technique for solving partial differential equations (PDEs)
in complex domains. This text introduces numerical
methods and shows how to develop, analyse, and use
them. Complete MATLAB programs for all the worked
examples are now available at www.cambridge.org/Moin,
and more than 30 exercises have been added. This
thorough and practical book is intended as a first course
in numerical analysis, primarily for new graduate
students in engineering and physical science. Along with
mastering the fundamentals of numerical methods,
students will learn to write their own computer programs
using standard numerical methods.
Numerous applications, including computational
optimization and fluid dynamics, give rise to block linear
systems of equations said to have the quasi-definite
structure. In practical situations, the size or density of
those systems can preclude a factorization approach,
leaving only iterative methods as the solution technique.
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Known iterative methods, however, are not specifically
designed to take advantage of the quasi-definite
structure.÷ This book discusses the connection between
quasi-definite systems and linear least-squares
problems, the most common and best understood
problems in applied mathematics, and explains how
quasi-definite systems can be solved using tailored
iterative methods for linear least squares (with half as
much work!). To encourage researchers and students to
use the software, it is provided in MATLAB, Python, and
Julia.÷ The authors provide a concise account of the
most well-known methods for symmetric systems and
least-squares problems, research-level advances in the
solution of problems with specific illustrations in
optimization and fluid dynamics, and a website that hosts
software in three languages.÷
This plenary paper and the accompanying presentation
have highlighted field problems involving fluid-structure
interaction over a wide span of Navy operations.
Considering the vast size and versatility of the Navy's
inventory, the cases presented represent examples of a
much larger problem. But even this limited set provides
sufficient evidence that fluid-structure interaction does
hinder the Navy's ability to accomplish its missions. This
survey has also established that there are no accurate
and generally applicable design tools for addressing
these problems. In the majority of cases the state-of-
practice is to either make ad-hoc adjustments and
estimates based on historical evidence, or conduct
expensive focused tests directed at each specific
problem and/or candidate solution. Unfortunately, these
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approaches do not provide insight into the fundamental
problem, and neither can be considered reliable
regarding their likelihood of success. So the
opportunities for applying computational fluid-structure
interaction modeling to Navy problems appear limitless.
Scenarios range from the "simple" resonant strumming
of underwater and in-air cables, to the "self-contained"
flow field and vibration of aircraft/ordnance bodies at
various Mach numbers, to violent underwater transient
detonations and local hull structural collapse. Generally
applicable and computationally tractable design-oriented
models for these phenomena are of course still far in the
future. But the Navy has taken the first steps in that
direction by sponsoring specialized numerical models,
validation experiments tailored for specific applications,
and conferences such as this one.
As computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is applied to ever
more demanding fluid flow problems, the ability to
compute numerical fluid flow solutions to a user specified
tolerance as well as the ability to quantify the accuracy of
an existing numerical solution are seen as essential
ingredients in robust numerical simulation. Although the
task of accurate error estimation for the nonlinear
equations of CFD seems a daunting problem,
considerable effort has centered on this challenge in
recent years with notable progress being made by the
use of advanced error estimation techniques and
adaptive discretization methods. To address this
important topic, a special course wasjointly organized by
the NATO Research and Technology Office (RTO), the
von Karman Insti tute for Fluid Dynamics, and the NASA
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Ames Research Center. The NATO RTO sponsored
course entitled "Error Estimation and Solution Adaptive
Discretization in CFD" was held September 10-14, 2002
at the NASA Ames Research Center and October 15-19,
2002 at the von Karman Institute in Belgium. During the
special course, a series of comprehensive lectures by
leading experts discussed recent advances and technical
progress in the area of numerical error estimation and
adaptive discretization methods with spe cific emphasis
on computational fluid dynamics. The lecture notes
provided in this volume are derived from the special
course material. The volume con sists of 6 articles
prepared by the special course lecturers.
The book concerns theoretical and numerical aspects of
systems of conservation laws, which can be considered
as a mathematical model for the flows of inviscid
compressible fluids. Five leading specialists in this area
give an overview of the recent results, which include:
kinetic methods, non-classical shock waves, viscosity
and relaxation methods, a-posteriori error estimates,
numerical schemes of higher order on unstructured grids
in 3-D, preconditioning and symmetrization of the Euler
and Navier-Stokes equations. This book will prove to be
very useful for scientists working in mathematics,
computational fluid mechanics, aerodynamics and
astrophysics, as well as for graduate students, who want
to learn about new developments in this area.
Advanced numerical simulations that use adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) methods have now become
routine in engineering and science. Originally
developed for computational fluid dynamics
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applications these methods have propagated to
fields as diverse as astrophysics, climate modeling,
combustion, biophysics and many others. The
underlying physical models and equations used in
these disciplines are rather different, yet algorithmic
and implementation issues facing practitioners are
often remarkably similar. Unfortunately, there has
been little effort to review the advances and
outstanding issues of adaptive mesh refinement
methods across such a variety of fields. This book
attempts to bridge this gap. The book presents a
collection of papers by experts in the field of AMR
who analyze past advances in the field and evaluate
the current state of adaptive mesh refinement
methods in scientific computing.
Numerical analysis provides the theoretical
foundation for the numerical algorithms we rely on to
solve a multitude of computational problems in
science. Based on a successful course at Oxford
University, this book covers a wide range of such
problems ranging from the approximation of
functions and integrals to the approximate solution of
algebraic, transcendental, differential and integral
equations. Throughout the book, particular attention
is paid to the essential qualities of a numerical
algorithm - stability, accuracy, reliability and
efficiency. The authors go further than simply
providing recipes for solving computational
problems. They carefully analyse the reasons why
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methods might fail to give accurate answers, or why
one method might return an answer in seconds while
another would take billions of years. This book is
ideal as a text for students in the second year of a
university mathematics course. It combines
practicality regarding applications with consistently
high standards of rigour.
CD plus book for financial modelling, requires
Mathematica 3 or 2.2; runs on most platforms.
Symmetry: An Introduction to Group Theory and its
Application is an eight-chapter text that covers the
fundamental bases, the development of the
theoretical and experimental aspects of the group
theory. Chapter 1 deals with the elementary
concepts and definitions, while Chapter 2 provides
the necessary theory of vector spaces. Chapters 3
and 4 are devoted to an opportunity of actually
working with groups and representations until the
ideas already introduced are fully assimilated.
Chapter 5 looks into the more formal theory of
irreducible representations, while Chapter 6 is
concerned largely with quadratic forms, illustrated by
applications to crystal properties and to molecular
vibrations. Chapter 7 surveys the symmetry
properties of functions, with special emphasis on the
eigenvalue equation in quantum mechanics. Chapter
8 covers more advanced applications, including the
detailed analysis of tensor properties and tensor
operators. This book is of great value to
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mathematicians, and math teachers and students.
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